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Abstract— This letter proposes a deterministic packet marking
scheme that estimates the maximum link price on a communication path. The proposed scheme is simple and IP-compatible
because it uses two-bit Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)
field and IP identification (IPid) field in the standard IP header
for the estimation. Through simulations using real IP packet
traces, we show that our scheme indeed works as designed with
small estimation errors, and thus enables existing max-min flow
control algorithms to serve their purpose without the need of
separate out-of-band control packets to carry link prices.
Index Terms— Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN), packet
marking, max-min fairness, distributed flow control.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ANY of congestion-price based flow control protocols [1]–[3] require each link to maintain congestion
price as a congestion signal and convey this price information
back to the source. Considering the practical implementation
of such protocols, the two-bit Explicit Congestion Notification
(ECN) field [4] in the standard IP header has emerged as a tool
to carry link price information. Based on the ECN field, two
probabilistic packet marking schemes have been proposed [2],
[5]. These schemes require each source to estimate the path
price (the sum of link prices) by evaluating the ratio of
number of ECN-marked packets to total number of packets
transmitted, and support proportional fairness.
In contrast to the previous works, we concentrate on a
packet marking scheme to support max-min fairness. To our
knowledge, there is no packet marking scheme available for
max-min flow control. Max-min flow control requires each
source to know the maximum link price (or the minimum fair
rate) on its path instead of the sum of link prices [6], [7].
Obviously, this needs comparison of all the link prices along
a path. However, existing probabilistic marking schemes such
as [2], [5] can hardly be extended to carry out such max (or
min) operation.
We take a different approach. The idea is to encode link
prices onto the ECN fields of multiple data packets such that
comparison of link prices becomes feasible along a path. A
similar idea has been used in supporting proportional fairness
in [8]. However, it differs from our scheme in its objective
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(proportional fairness) as well as the way to encode and
decode link prices, which cannot be directly extended to our
scheme. The applicability of our scheme is not just limited to
flow control problems. It is generally applicable to other types
of networking problems where in-band signaling is beneficial
in probing maximum (or minimum) of associated link metrics.
II. D ETERMINISTIC PACKET M ARKING
A. Overview of the Scheme
Consider a set of links, Lp , forming an end-to-end path p
from a source to a receiver. Associated with each link  is a
non-negative price s . Let sp denote the maximum link price
along path p, i.e., sp = max∈Lp s . Assume that every link
price s is upper-bounded by some value s̄, i.e., 0 ≤ s < s̄,
∀. Each link applies a N -level uniform quantizer Q to its
price s . The output of Q is then the quantized link price
z , given by z = Q(s ) = s /∆ where ∆ = s̄/N is the
quantizer stepsize. Let zp denote the maximum quantized link
price on path p, i.e., zp = max∈Lp z . The set to which z
or zp belongs is then Φ = {0, 1, · · · , N − 1}.
We define the notion of probe types. Suppose that we need
M probe types. We then associate each data packet with a
probe type, say k, by a mapping function k = IPid mod M
where IPid is the IPid field value of the packet. Setting M =
N/3, we partition the set of quantized link prices, Φ, into
M disjoint subsets (called ranges), Φk , k = 0, 1, · · · , M − 1,
such that Φk = {i|i = 3k, 3k + 1, 3k + 2 and 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1}.
M −1
Obviously, ∪k=0
Φk = Φ. Provided this partition of Φ, data
packets belonging to different probe types will have different
scopes in probing; probe type k packets are eligible to carry
the quantized link prices whose value belongs to the range
Φk and are responsible to probe the maximum within this
range along a path. Let zpk denote this maximum. Since the
cardinality of Φk is at most 3, the value of zpk can be encoded
onto the two-bit ECN of a probe type k packet. Then, the
source will be eventually informed of all the zpk ’s of path p
by receiving the ECN feedbacks from all probe types, being
piggybacked on ACK packets. However, the source cannot
indefinitely wait for ECN feedbacks until all zpk ’s are available.
Thus, we define the notion of block of length K such that
the source determines the estimate of zp , denoted by ẑp , once
every reception of K successive ACK packets, by choosing the
maximum among zpk ’s available in this block of ACK packets.
Consequently, the estimate of sp , denoted by ŝp , is obtained by
applying the inverse quantizer Q−1 to ẑp , i.e., ŝp = Q−1 (ẑp ).
In this letter, we choose Q−1 to output the midpoint of each
range such that Q−1 (ẑp ) = ẑp ∆ + ∆/2. Then, as long as the
estimate of zp is correct, i.e., ẑp = zp , the estimation error
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Fig. 1. The operation of deterministic packet marking scheme: (a) mapping
between ECN states and quantized prices for probe type k packets, (b) ECN
marking example for a probe type 7 packet traversing a 5-hop path.

|ŝp − sp | will never exceed the half of quantization resolution,
∆
s̄
2 (= 2N ).
An interesting performance question arises here as follows:
For a given quantization resolution (given N ), how many
successive ACK packets (a block of K ACK packets) should
be seen by the source to obtain an correct estimate of zp such
that ẑp = zp ? The reality is that each probe type will not
appear as regularly as once every M packets (see Section IIB) so that K must be sufficiently larger than M in order to
ensure that no missing probe types occur in each block. The
situation becomes even worse if packet losses are present in
the round trip because packet losses will incur extra missing
probe types. The question is then how much larger K should
be in practice for a given M (or N ).
Fig. 1 illustrates the ECN marking operation of the proposed
scheme. Fig. 1 (a) shows the mapping between ECN states and
quantized prices for probe type k packets where the elements
of Φk , {3k, 3k+1, 3k+2}, are one-to-one mapped to the ECN
states, {01, 10, 11}, in the ascending order. Fig. 1 (b) shows
an ECN marking example where a probe type 7 packet is
traversing a 5-hop path. Initially, ECN of the packet is set to 00
by the source. Since k = 7, this packet is eligible to carry link
prices whose quantized value belongs to Φ7 = {21, 22, 23},
and is not eligible to carry other prices. Therefore, this packet
will bypass links 1 and 3 without invoking marking. At link
2, marking is invoked since z2 (= 21) ∈ Φ7 , and ECN is
updated from 00 to 01. Recall that for probe type 7 (k = 7),
ECN state 01 represents quantized link price 21 as given in
Fig. 1 (a). At link 4, marking is invoked to update ECN from
01 to 11 since z4 (= 23) ∈ Φ7 and the price being carried from
upstream, 21 (ECN = 01), is smaller than the price of link
4, 23 (ECN = 11). Finally at link 5, no marking is invoked
even though z5 (= 22) ∈ Φ7 , because the price being carried
from upstream, 23 (ECN = 11), is greater than the price of
link 5, 22 (ECN = 10). So, ECN remains at 11. The ECN
mark is then echoed back to the source by the receiver, being
piggybacked on a probe type 7 ACK packet (see details in
Section II-D).
B. Mapping between IPid fields and Probe Types
The purpose of the IPid field is to provide a mechanism for
fragmentation and reassembly of long Internet datagrams [9].
Many hosts in the current Internet implement the IPid field
using a simple counter, as noted in [10]. That is, successive
data packets emitted by a host carry sequential IPid fields.
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There are exceptions; some hosts use byte-swapped counters,
and others use pseudo-random number generators [10]. The
IPid field is 16 bit long, whereas the number of probe types we
require is only M = N/3 (e.g., M = 334 if N = 1, 000).
Thus, we need a many-to-one function which maps 16-bit IPid
fields to M probe types. Moreover, the function should be able
to generate each probe type as regularly as possible. A natural
choice for this function is k = IPid mod M in that many IP
hosts generate IPid fields sequentially and the function can
output each probe type periodically once every M packets
when sequential IPid fields are applied as the input.
However, the real situation is more complicated. Not only
there are exceptional hosts which generate IPid fields nonsequentially but also there are cases where even if a host
generates sequential IPid numbers, the numbers are shared
by many flows so that each flow carries non-sequential IPid
fields. Consider a server A who serves two clients B and C.
Assume that A generates IPid numbers sequentially. When
B and C download files from A simultaneously, two flows,
A→B and A→C, will share the sequential IPid numbers
generated by A so that each flow will carry non-sequential
IPid fields. In order to study the impact of this IPid number
sharing as well as the non-sequential IPid number generation
on the estimation performance of our scheme, we use 100 real
IP traces collected by downloading files from 100 different
servers scattered across the world in Section III.
C. The Link Marking Algorithm
The ECN marking procedure for link  can be described by
the following pseudo-code. Upon arrival of a data packet:
Indentify probe type k
k = IPid mod M
Compare price and mark ECN
if (z == 3k + 2)
if (ECN = 11)
ECN = 11
elseif (z == 3k + 1)
if (ECN = 11 & ECN = 10)
ECN = 10
elseif (z == 3k)
if (ECN == 00)
ECN = 01
Forward the packet to next link

D. Receiver Feedback and Maximum Price Estimation
For each flow, the receiver maintains a table of size M ,
of which entry k contains the latest ECN state of probe type
k, and runs two processes as follows: 1) upon receipt of a
probe type i data packet, the receiver updates entry i by the
ECN value of the packet; and 2) upon transmission of a probe
type j ACK packet to the source, the receiver writes the ECN
value of entry j onto the ECN field of the ACK packet. This
mechanism provides a simple but effective way to echo the
ECN states of the forward path back to the source, even if the
receiver sends an ACK packet once every reception of L data
packets (L > 1) as in many TCP implementations.
The source waits for ECN feedbacks and updates the
estimate ẑp once every reception of K successive ACK packets
by computing ẑp = maxk zpk with available zpk ’s. The estimate
ŝp is then obtained by ŝp = Q−1 (ẑp ).
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The impact of missing probe types on estimation performance.

III. P ERFORMANCE
The performance question we have is: for a given quantization resolution we desire (given N ), how many successive
ACK packets (a block of K ACK packets) should be seen
by the source to obtain a correct estimate of zp when packets
carry non-sequential IPid fields and can be lost in the path?
s̄
Recall that as long as ẑp = zp , |ŝp − sp | ≤ ∆
2 (= 2N ) holds.
Thus, we define the error probability for a given N



 ŝp − sp 
> 1
err(N ) = Pr 
s̄  2N
as the measure of how missing probe types in each block affect
the estimation performance. In fact, err(N ) ≤ Pr [ẑp = zp ].
In order to simulate the real IPid field patterns as seen
by a typical flow in the Internet, particularly when the IPid
numbers are generated by one IP host but shared by many
flows, we collected 100 traces of 2,000 successive IP packets
by downloading files from 100 different servers scattered
across the world. We also use a synthetic model where IPid
numbers are randomly generated based on uniform distribution
in [0, 216 ] for comparison purpose. We consider a 20-hop path,
assume link prices are independent and uniformly distributed
over [0, s̄] (letting s̄ = 1 for simplicity), use 100 realizations
of link prices, and assume the receiver sends an ACK packet
for every data packet. Fig. 2 shows the error probability as a
function of K for N = 50, 100, and 200 (correspondingly,
M = 17, 34 and 67) in the absence of packet losses. When
K = M , the error probability is about 0.15 in the IP trace case
and about 0.35 in the random generation case for all N ’s. This
implies that the real IPid fields incur much smaller number
of missing probe types than the randomly generated IPid
fields; nevertheless, K = M may not be sufficient for reliable
estimation. As K increases, the error probability decreases
rapidly for all N ’s. For instance, by doubling the block length
(K = 2M ), the error probability in the IP trace case becomes
roughly 0.05 for all N ’s. Packet losses in the path will incur
extra missing probe types. Fig. 3 shows how packet losses
affect the error probability for three different packet loss rates.
We simulate the same scenario as in Fig. 2, except that we
consider the IP trace only. Packet losses worsen the estimation
performance. However, the performance degradation due to
packet losses rapidly mitigates as K increases.
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The impact of packet losses on estimation performance.

The results would be the same even if the receiver sends an
ACK packet once every reception of L data packets (L > 1) as
in many TCP implementations, except that the time required
for the source to see K successive ACK packets would be
increased roughly by the factor of L.
IV. F UTURE W ORK
A question we have not tackled is how non-uniform
quantization of link prices can improve the estimation
performance while not increasing N . More specifically,
limK→∞ err(N ) = 0 does not mean that limK→∞ |ŝp −sp | =
s̄
, i.e., the error due
0 but means that limK→∞ |ŝp − sp | ≤ 2N
to quantization would remain even in the limit. So, large N
is preferred for a given s̄ and N should scale with s̄, which
might raise a scalability problem as link capacity increases.
Non-uniform quantization of link prices would play a role in
mitigating this problem but it requires a priori knowledge on
the distribution of link prices, which can hardly be known in
advance.
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